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13 MUSEUMS
 for 13  (or more)
      FINNS

01
PUURE: A MUSEUM FOR KARI VIRTANEN

02
MUSIC STATION HELSINKI: A MUSEUM FOR KAIJA SAARIAHO

03
SEASONAL SOUND ARCHIVE: A MUSEUM FOR JEAN SIBELIUS

04
LINNUNRATA: A MUSEUM FOR MAGNUS VON WRIGHT

05
SALI TANSSI: A MUSEUM FOR MARIA GRIPENBERG

09 INTELLECTUAL PLAYSPACE: A MUSEUM FOR SPEDE PASANEN 10 ANOMALY: A MUSEUM FOR JUKKA JERNVALL

06
INPUT/OUTPUT: A MUSEUM FOR SASU LAUKKONEN

07
VEISTOSPUISTO: A MUSEUM FOR SANNA ANNUKA

08
DISCORDANT: A MUSEUM FOR AXEL ANTAS

11
PUHDISTAA: A MUSEUM FOR JUHANI PALLASMAA

12
EXPAND THE EXISTING: A MUSEUM FOR MAIJA ISOLA

13
CITY-POEM: A MUSEUM FOR PETER VON BAGH

*

13 MUSEUMS for 13 (or more) FINNS addresses the current debate of the 
proposed Guggenheim Helsinki by aiming to expand the definition of the “museum” 
typology to better reflect the heterogeneous nature of the city of Helsinki. It does so 
by linking past or current narratives (of well-known or emerging figures important to 
Finnish culture) to the dynamics of everyday life. Each of the 13 proposals 
(individually designed and submitted) serve to collectively present a series of 
alternatives to a museum for the city. Each share a common location on the site but 
evolve based on unique approaches derived from ideas translated from a character-
ization of a studied Finnish figure and his or her contribution to society at-large. The 
famous (or not) Finn is juxtaposed with an aspect of contemporary urban life (such as 
recreation, transportation, creative culture, education, etc.) in Helsinki that manifests 
into diverse activities and uses on the South Harbor site. The designs conceptually 
link the dichotomous relationship that exists between a museum’s role in preserving 
a city’s heritage (and its beloved cultural contributors) and actively shaping its present 
and future urban context and experiences. 
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Anomaly: a museum for Jukka Jernvall embod-
ies the ideas of spontaneous collaboration and 
collectivity so often present in various fields of 
science. Jukka Jernvall was a Finnish evolu-
tionary biologist whose research centered on 
the relationship between developmental biolo-
gy and ecology. His work relied on bringing 
together researchers from different back-
grounds in order to expand the realm of discov-
ery. 

This proposal for an alternative museum is a 
sort of anomaly breeding ground. It is a space 
where scientists can work in their labs to create 
mutations of fruits and plants (i.e. kiwistrawber-
rys, bamboocacti, etc.). While they are working, 
scientists can intermingle with each other and 
the public. The museum turns a scientific 
endeavor into a kind of theatrical performance 
by allowing the public to observe the hybrid 
amalgamation of food “species.” Part exhibi-
tion, part laboratory and part marketplace, the 
newly discovered breeds are both archived 
within the museum and also actively 
exchanged for community consumption on site.

The museum design evolved directly from cells 
themselves, their formal composition and struc-
ture. The abnormal forms of genetic cells form 
the basis of the architecture. Microscopic 
images of cells that convey movement and a 
fluid spatial organization influenced the design. 
The architecture consists of “stable” spaces or 
a spatial core that houses the laboratories and 
archive spaces. Within this core, are the “fluid” 
spaces, smaller volumes that get enveloped by 
the larger form. These are temporal in nature, 
moving up and down in a larger building volume 
and serving as a market for the residents of 
Helsinki to purchase and consume these hybrid 
and evolving breeds.  This museum is an inter-
active space for Helsinki’s South Harbor that 
evolves the discoveries of genetic evolution 
that Jukka Jernvall dedicated his life to by 
promoting a unique form of citizen science. 

^ SITE PLAN



^  PLAN DIAGRAMS

^  MASSING DIAGRAM
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